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Session yields pay raises, additional funds
By Susan Douglas Hahn
Senior Coffespondent

Actions during the recent special session for education
will provide funding for faculty salary increases, accreditation and research development.
Faculty members, who received pay raises in July and
August, will receive an additional $1,000 increase.
Also, faculty and staff members who did not receive
raises totaling $1,000 in July and August will be compensated the difference.
For example, a faculty member who received a $750
increase in the previous two pay raises, will receive $250

· in addition to the September $1,000 increase.
The Legislature allocated approximately $ 3. 7 million to
the Board of Trustees to fund the pay increases.
Marshall also will receive part of$2.9 million, which has
been earmarked by the Legislature to be distributed by the
Department ofEducation and the Arts for scholarships, infield master's programs, acc,-editation of existing programs and research development.
Jo Ann Raines, legislative coordinator, Higher Education
Central Office, said approximately $1 million will be used
for in-field master's programs and the Underwood-Smith
Scholarship Program.
Steven Haid, secretary of education anti the arts, said a

major portion of the funding will be allocated to programs
in higher education that need additional funding for accreditation or certification and EPSCoR, a federal program
that offers matching funds for research development.
Marshall, West Virginia University, and West Virginia
Institute of Technology are involved in EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research).
Programs at Marshall under consideration for funding to
facilitate accreditation are the business and medical schools,
Haid said.
He said the funding breakdown should be announced in
See SESSION, Page 15

Search set
to start soon
Hunt for new leader
will cost thousands
By Susan Douglas Hahn
Senior Coffespondent

The Presidential Search and Screening
Committee will begin advertising to fill the
president's position in mid-September.
William Bowen ofHeidreck & Struggles,
a consulting firm, has been retained by the
search committee to help fill the position.
The fee for their services is one-third ofthe
president's annual salary. Former PresidentDaleF. Nitzschke'ssalarywas$82,400.
"The Marshall University Foundation has
agreed to underwrite the c08t of the consultant for the search," James "Buck•
Harless, chairman of the search committee, said.
At the Aug. 30 committee meeting Bowen
discussed content and placement of advertising and the written position specifications. .
See SEARCH, Page 15

The art
of making
progress
Above: Surrounded by beams, a
member of a construction crew
works high above the site of the
new fine arts facility.
Right: Other workers steady
beams on the ground below as a
fellow crew member looks over
the building's plans.
The fine arts facility is one of
many construction projects
around campus.

Faculty petitions,
protests process
By Susan Douglas Hahn
Senior Coffespondent

A group of 40 faculty members signed a
letterofprotest concerning the process used
to elect faculty members for the Presidential Search and Screening Committee.
Dr. William Palmer, associate professor
of history, wrote the letter.
"I think the Faculty Senate president
should beon the search committee,•Palmer
said. "She is the faculty's representative
ch.08en to speak for them."
Palmer also questioned the definition of
faculty as it applies to one of the faculty
members chosen for the committee.
"It isn't clear to me that the medical
.·See PROTEST,.Page 15
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Faculty falls short of growing student enrollment
Many express concerns
over growing class sizes
By Tawny H. Swain
ReportlK

The ratio of Marshall's full-time faculty
did not keep up with total student enrollment in 1989, and as a result both students
and teachers say they are worried about
the quality of education.
The number of full-time faculty was two
fewer in 1989 than 1980 while student en-

rollment increased almost 700 students to
a record 12,576.
'
Lance Stalnaker, Keyser freshman, was
told during orientation his classes would
average 24 students during his first two
years at Marshall and 15 his last two years.
However, he estimates that nearly 40 students are in his classes this semester.
Stalnaker added that part of the reason
he came to Marshall instead of West Virginia University was because ofthe smaller
classes and student-to-teacher ratio, which
reached a new high in 1989 at 33.5-to-1.
Another student, Megan Gruber, Hunting-

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
·
60minutes
of long distance.
fur free.

Introducing.AJ&r
Student Saver Plus.
If you're an off.campus
student, it11 be easier to get
through rollege this yeac
Because A1&T has put
together a pmgram of
products and
services to
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allaround town.

Work part time In your off hours as a
ulHperson at your local Radio Shack
store. Current openings for honest,
energetic lndiYldu1ls who are eager to
earn extra money while gaining val•
uable buslnna experience. Varied hours
1v1ll1ble to flt your schedule. Chai•
lenglng commlHlons plan.

$

Movies. Videos.
Just by choosing any
Student Saver Plus program,
you11 get up to (5() minutes
of free long distance calls.

save you
money.

tory, said she has noticed a significant
increase in the number of students i n the
pastcoupleofyearsandsaiditispersonally
a disadvantage.
However, mathematics and science m.a jors said they are not having the same
problems. J ohn White, Moundsville senior
and Yeager Scholar, said his higher level
mathematics courses have gotten smaller.
The case was similar in the department of
science where students frequently change
majors as they enter higher level courses.
Robert H. Eddins, registrar, said current
enrollment figures are not available.

ton junior, said her classes have definitely
gotten bigger since her freshman year.
Gruber, a psychology major, is taking several 400 level courses, which she thought
were supposed to be smaller.
•Our quality of education should be bettering, now it is getting worse," Mike
Scarsellato, Pittsburgh sophomore, said.
Scarcellato, a management health care
major, said he was surprised as a transfer
student from Allegheny Community College because the class size here almost
doubles that of Allegheny's.
Dr. Donna J . Spindel, professor of his-
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Jo anywhere.
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Included
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Opini~n
Goodbye city life; W.Va.'s OK

Odds'n'ends
hen the Presidential Search Committee finally chooses our new president, we can only hope he is a Smith,
Jones or Tanner - someone, at least,
whose name we can spell correctly on a-regular
basis.

W

•••

With the completion of the new parking garage at the VA Hospital, there is sure to be a
hike in the number of students attending the
Marshall University School of Medicine. At
least they will have a place to park.

••••
How much for three Pizza Hut pizzas and a
Marshall University building sign?
Regular price, four bucks, four bucks and
$500.
What a deal.

•••

If Arch Moore behaves, he probably will be
out of prison in tifne to see next season's opener
in the new stadium.
It's interesting to note that our former president once called Moore "the best friend higher
education ever had."
Hmmm ...

•••

How do university officials expect to enforce
this new smoking policy that was passed during
the summer?
Will smoking students and faculty be reduced
to acting like high school students - stowing
away in the bathroom stalls for a quick nicotine
fix between classes?
And if they are reduced to that level, will
Marshall University employ Smoking Police to
keep the hallowed air in our halls clean?

Parthenon
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As the New York City BTJ1og fades slowly in my memory
- and my lungs - I think back to this summer I spent in
the Baked Apple and release a fresh-air sigh ofreliefthat
fm home.
It's not that I didn't enjoy my lovely 10-week stay in one
of the filthiest cities in the world, but I did have some
preconceived notions about what New York would be like.
Flashers, rude cabbiea, smelly subways, purse
snatchers ...! expected all of this, got some ofit and even
more than I expected. The city offered an entourage of
lunatics on the looee. First, there was the •1,odiac Killer'"
who would ask for your sign then shoot you. Then there
was "Dartman" with his fetish for shooting buaineaa
women's butts with homemade darts.
Walking to work was interesting.
I shouldn't have worried about those guys. They were too
famous to bother an intern from West Virginia. It wu the
street vendors and window washers that eajoyed haraaaingme. "Heylady! Gold chain on sale! Two dollal" in a thick
Long Island accent.
Big pretzels smothered in spicy mustard were advertised
u a -New York Tradition" on the side of vendors' carte.
Even so, I was happily munching down on one when a
window washer asked me, "Why do you people like bread
and muatard so much? You sure do have strange eating
habits."
While in this wonderoualy slimy city, I concentrated not
on touristy things, but on those sights and experiences
totally -New York." From Cuban-Chinese cuisine to Ray',

Famous Pizza in Greenwich Village, I tried the big-city
tastes. From strolling along uptown Park Avenue to crossing Delancey Street in the predominately Jewish part of
the village, I studied the people. On Christopher Street, I
saw the individualism cL a uninhibited gay community.
I saw a lot cL acceptance as well as a lot ofdiscrimination.
I saw some art, but missed Nelson Mandela because I had
to work. I went to some parka, experienced Queens and
Long Island, read The New York Times as well as some
really wild city papers, and searched for the reason people
live in this crime-ridden, smog-filled city that thrives on
the bizarre. And the only thing I could come up with was
that it doesn't matter I have no intentions cLretiring there.
But I learned so much while living in this lunacy centered on Manhattan. I realized I could live there, God
forbid- ifl ever have to. More importantly, I realized once
I opened my mind to this foreign lifestyle, it wasn't ao bad
- just different.
And I can deal with different, as long as I can breathe
smog-free air now and then.
It's good to be back.

Readers' Voice
Professor says smokers
share non-smokers' rights;
new resolution too extreme
To the editor:
Welcome back to the fall semester! While you were away
this summer you have loet some more of your rights and
freedoms. The Faculty Senate resolution banning smoking, which was passed by the Senate on May 17 and signed
by President Nitzschke and went into effect July 1.
Non-smokers have their rights as well and shouldn't be
subjected to having smoke blown in their faces or attendin g meetings in smoke-filled rooms. However, even some
non -smokers may think the resolution below goes a bit too
far.
The resolution says: "Smoking shall be forbidden in
hallways, classrooms, laboratories, libraries, elevators,
auditoriums, multi person work areas if any person working in the area objects to smoking, restrooms, waiting
rooms, clinics, conference rooms, dorm cafeterias, John
Marshall Medical Center, and the Henderson Center except for Level E. Smoking policies for indvidual offices may
be established by the assigned occupant; however, smoking must be done with the door closed. Smoking policies
may be established by department or administrative units
of the university for any space assigned to that unit. The
BTJ1oking policy for the Memorial Student Center shall be
established by the Memorial Student Center Governing
Board." Note that BTJ1oking in classrooms, elevators, libraries and auditoriums already was prohibited by state law.
I had always thought that an institution ofhigher learning was founded on the principles of reason, rationality
and understanding. A few well-intentioned non-smokers
are pursuing the total banning of smoking with the zeal
and fervor of crusaders. These well-meaning cru•adera,
led and urged forward by 1uch distinguished leaden aa
former Surgeon General, C. Everett Koop, aeiemiJlgly don't
know when to atop.
It ia generally accepted knowledge that long.term •~king can damage the smoker', health and I believe tbi1.

Only in very recent times has exposure to passive, ambient
tobacco smoke been investigated.
The passive smoke issues are not at all conclusive. In fact
three studies are weak and very questionable from a
statistical and scientific viewpoint. They are particularly
weak in showing that brief, intermittent, infrequent, exposures to passive smoke in large open spaces such as
hallways have any de trimental health effects at all.
I would be willing to debate the issue of the effects of
brief, intermittent, infrequent exposure to passive smoke
in open forum public debate provided that I am given
copies of any technical articles or research to be quoted by
my opponent at least several days in advance.
I belive that tolerant, open-minded students, faculty,
and staff at Marshall (smokers and non-smokers alike)
should work through our democra tic system to repeal t he
new BTJ1oking policy. Please let me know ifyou are supportive and if you are a smoker or non-smoker.
By the way, this week, at least, it has been determined
that b utter is better for your health than margarine.

Earl Z. Damewood, Ph.D.
associate professor of management

Policies
Letters:The Parthenon welcomes letters concerning
the Marshall University community.
All letters to the editor must be signed and include the
address and telephone number of the author.
Letters should be typed and no longer than 500 words.
The Parthenon reserves the right to edit and verify letters.

Calendar: The Parthenon baa designed Calendar as
a free service for campua group• and organization, to advertise their activities.
Items will be published every Tuesday and 'lbunday on
a 11pace-available basis.
Information for Calendar must be submitted by noon the
day before publication on form• available in The Parthenon newsroom, Smith Hall SU.
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Opinion
Telethon triggers back-to-school trauma
I am and forever will be haunted by a demon.
Thick oil drips from his jet black hair while he laughs
hysterically mocking me. Ilie awake on his night unable to
sleep, my stomach in knots. Those eyes, those horrible red
watery eyes watching me. Knowing.
His coming marks the return of nine months ofinescapable hell. Like an evil Santa Claus he and his helpers (a
smattering ofstars and a hostofhas-beensand wanna-bes)
have a message for all children.
Timpani. Summer is over, go back to school!
At least that is what the big board always says to me and
fellow sufferers ofthis horrible ailment.
To us Jerry Lewis is a sweating Satan in a tuxedo, the pot
oflead at the end of the rainbow, a beacon signaling inevitable doom. Watching the telethon is like watching the last
grains of sand trickle through the Grim Reaper's hourglass.
I am part of a generation of kids who are scared psychologically by Lewis' subliminal message. It's sort of a posttraumatic stress disorder- the direct result ofnot having
cable on Labor Day when Lewis commandeers the air .

waves.

For years, while visions ofhomework danced in my head,
I watched with fists and teeth clinched in anticipation of
the first day of school. Watching hour after hour of the
marathon money-raiser affected me. I suffered headaches,
nausea and at times even saw J erry's misty image.
I had my first Jerry hallucination while being fitted for
a new pair of green Toughskins at Sears before starting
fourthgrade.Mymotherhadbeenboldingclothesuptomy
body for what seemed like hours, when I noticed out of the
corner ofmy eye a clerk down the aisle wrestling with a box
of hangers.
·
It may only have been my imagination, but I will swear
I saw the clerk fall into a rack ofWinnie-the-Pooh shirts in
a Lewisesque manner. Could that really have been Sammy
Davis Jr. who helped him up?
By sixth grade I had l:iegun using Jerry as a barometer.
lfhe cried before 4 p.m. on Labor Day l knew it would be
a fast school year. No tears meant sheer tedium,
To this day my pulse races at the sight of this harbinger
ofhorror. The sound ofhis oft shrill voice sends me into fits

Chris Rice
MANAGING
EDITOR .

of back-to-school hypochondria. Not to mention the fact
that if anyone mentions a fishbowl, my vision blurs.
I don't plan to pursue legal action against Mr. Lewis or
petition the government to set up a program for the
afflicted. I do, however, pray for Jerry's kids' sake that a
cure is found before he comes to depend on my generation
for the bulk of the pledging.
Some egghead surely will scream apathy when the dollars stop rolling in, but I'll always know it is the direct
result of this unnamed dementia - mentally connecting
Lewis to the discipline, desolation and drudgery that is the
classroom.

Newscasts from Iraq seem hauntingly familiar
Almost 6:30. I ramble around my apartment, preparing
a quick dinner. White bread and Kraft singles, a glass of
milk. ..a college student - budget version of a ploughman's
lunch. Meal inhand, I slide into the armchair, ready for the
national evening news.
More developments in the Middle East. Troop movements, hostages, governmental red tape. Videotaped
message3 home from soldiers in the field. As the information dominates the beginning of the broadcast, I begin to
remember other newscasts from years ago.
It was the mid-60s. I had just started grade school, my
brother in the midst of the terrible threes. My family had
supper at about the same time every night, and the national news always seemed to be in the background during
the meal, replaying the day's events.
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley anchored the NBC
news. Each night, there wu more information on the situation in Vietnam. Each segment on the war closed with a

Vietnam was still a topic a few years later. Riots, student
unrest, protest of a war far away. But now, it seemed
closer. Dinner time still was punctuated by troop movementsandbodycounts.Ilistenedtothebroadcasts, watched
the footage, and felt uneasy. It wasn't like the movies. We
weren't winning this time.
In the early 70s, it was over. Perhaps better put, one
phase ofthe conflict was over. Soldiers returned home. The
report on daily battle activity. "Fighting was heavy today," nightly news no longer relied on footage from Vietnam.
Huntley would say, "with 382 Viet Cong killed and 759
But there always seemed to be a war somewhere, so the
wounded. Two Americans were killed and five were gaps were filled in the broadcasts. We've even to invented
wounded.•
wars when nothing else worked, like tbe war on drugs.
Then the screen would flash the casualty count, a box
At 6:30, I sit with my sandwich and milk. The news is on.
score for carnage.
.
Middle East activity dominates the beginning ofthe broadEven then, I thought something sounded wrong. The• cast-but far away, I hear a sign-off, an echo ofyears past.
numbers seemed unrealistic, the information too neat for
I begin to wonder what has been learned from our history
the capsule reports each evening.
of conflict.
No one spoke much during diMertime at my house.
Good night, Chet. Good night, David.

Summer at J-school minority
workshop well worth the time
I am just one ofmany students who, while
dragging from class to class, wish I had one

.. The·oplnlona expresaed In the column• do not necessarily reflect those of The
. .: Parthenon «aff. Errors:.a ppearlng In th• paper may be reported by calling 696or &N-25,22. Fac.tual errors wlll ~ co.r rected on the Opinion Page as soon
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more month (week... day... hour, oh, please)
of summer vacation.
I desperately need more time for vacation
because I spent most ofmy summer work- ::::::::={~{ ~:}:~:\ :;::;;;;~;~;:· :.)t:::r::;:'.;=
ing. IfI wasn'tatmypart-timejobortrying
to manage six hours of summer courses, I
was running around with 20 18-year-olds tucky, West Virginia, IndianaandArizona,
from the School of Journalism's Minority- spent long hours with themanyprofesaionGroup Newspaper Workshop.
als who came to assist in the workshop.
I worked as a residence hall counsellor Theyreviewedallaspectsofthejournalism
andspent14daysassistingthestudentain field; learned layout, management, job
whatever they needed (within reason), 88 seeking and other related topica. They aleo
close to whenever they needed it. Although went on field trips to tour area newspapers.
it was an exhausting experience, working
For the School of Journalism, thoee etuwith those students was one ofthe most re- dents were guinea pip. It wu the first
warding things I have ever done.
workshopofit'akind. Andeomethingmust
I eajoyed helping them learn about jour- have worked. When the students arrived in
nalism and, in the process, learn more June for the two weeks none of them had
about my field of study. The students and plans ofattending Marshall in the fall, but
counselors spent much time learning about now two ofthem are here. Although I know
each other and themselves.
I had nothing to do with it, I lltill smile from
The etudents, who came from places eartoearwhenlthinkaboutit. We worked
sµfb a,eJ4:MlfB..Ch~tts, Floridf., New Jer- hard, we.played bar.eland welear.ned.a lot• . • ,
~"se ;-Ill\
Y~ri, N'ok&
'Ca'roliba,1 ,·,So"two·eut ol'20 ian't really that bad for a
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Emergency
telephones
on the way

Thursday, September 6, 1990

Greene's Beauty Salon
1211 3rd. Ave. 522-1107

on Anything of Value
Rings • Gold • JeV{elry_• Stereos • Guns
VCR's • TV's • Musical Instruments • Etc.

SGA gives funds
to add nine more
By Greg Collard
Reporter

More emergency telephones are to be installed on campus following the passage of
a Student Senate bill Tuesday which allocated $1,800 to the Department of Public
Safety.
One emergency phone has been installed
on the north side ofOld Main and nine more
are to be added. Anyone in need of emergency assistance can press a button and
help will arrive, DonaldL. Salyers, director
of public safety, said. He said he expects
campus crime to decrease because of the
telephones.
"We talked to 25 institutions with similar systems and each reported lower incidences of crime: Salyers said.
Kathy C. Smith. Elkins senior, said she
thinks the phones will be helpful.
"It will be nice to have something you can
run to for help,• she said. "Some people
might pull pranks, but the good definitely
outweighs the bad.•
Salyers said the administration has been
cooperative in crime prevention. Marshall
has agreed to pay a monthly charge of $30
for each unit.
The locations of the phones have not
been determined, but Officer Mark D.
Rhodes of the Marshall University Police
Dept. said he hopes i nstallation will begin
within a month.
Salyers said the phones will be accessible for physically impaired students.
The department still will patrol regularly 24 hours a day.
Though most crime on campus is vandalism, Rhodes said the MUPD is emphasizing protecting people.
"Crime is a fact," Rhodes said. "Students
should try to minimize it by walking with
someone and being aware of the surroundings.•

WE BUY SELL AND LOVE TO TRADE

You asked for
a computer that:S real
college material.
We heard yoll.

Lack of. funds cancels
Brazilian dance show
By Toni Pierro
Reporter

The ideal computer for college needs certain things. Like a
mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded software, that'll let
you create impressive papers with graphics and spreadsheets.
And great tools, like a notepad, calendar and cardfile. It
should also be expandable, so it can grow with your needs.
The IBM Personal System/2• has all this at a special
student price.* And if you buy before December 31, 1990,

you'll receive a 71111• Certificate entitling you to a roundtrip ticket for $149**/$249.** Plus a free 71111 Getawaf
Student Discount Card application. You'll also get a great
low price on the PRODIGY- service.
The PS/2• is perfect for college because you told us
just what you needed. And no one knows what it takes to be
real college material better than you.

The Axis Dance Company of the Federal
University of Espirito Santo, Brazil, has
canceled its concert Friday, according to
Roberta L. Walters, director of the Institute for the Arts.
Walters, the Huntington coordinator of
West Virginia Partners of the Americas,
said she hopes to reschedule che concert
later this fall.
The dancers were scheduled to stay in
West Virginia for three weeks under the
program. The concert was one event on the
,.
schedule which also included lectures at
Winner
Marshall and in Charleston.
' '
The company had to cancel because of
mM's CD ,Walkman Give-a-way!!!
problems raising enough money for all of
the dancers to make the trip, Walters said.
The performance
would "provide the au•
•
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Decline in drug use
greatest among teens
By John Machacek
Cofleg9 Information N9twork

Donate plasma in September and earn an extra
$5 on your fourth donation and an extra $1 O on
your seventh donation.
New Donors-or if you haven't donated in three
months or more-b~!ng this ad and your MU I.D. for
an extra $10 on your first donation.
Call today for an appolntment--529-0028.

a.-Donating Plasma Does Save Lives!

Tt1-S1...- lr-.nt,tl AuthOfltf

WASHINGTON - The number of adults
and teen-agers using illegal drugs continues to drop, according to a new study commissioned by the Partnership for a Drug
Free America, a coalition of advertising
and media companies.
The decline of illegal drug use was greatest among teen-agers - the primary targets ofhard-hittingtelevision ads produced
by the coalition in the past year, the study
says.
The federally financed study surveyed
more than 8,000 people- including blacks,
whites and Hispanics - recruited from
about 100 urban, suburban and rural shopping areas nationwide.
The study showed that:
• 5.9 percent of teen-agers reported using
cocaine within the last year - down from
10.6 percent a year ago.
• The number of adults who reported
using cocaine within the last year dropped
to 5.5 percent - down from 8.4 percent
three years ago.
• Marijuana use among teen-agers was
down 27 percent from 1989. It declined 6
percent among adults since 1987.
William Bennett, director offederal drug
control policy, called the findings "very
largely encouraging.•
Thomas Hedrick, president and executive director of the partnership, said, "We
are convinced that drug use is not only
declining but that we can further reduce
the demand by increasing awareness ofthe
risks of using drugs through the news,
entertainment and advertising media.•
Last year, the focus of anti-drug TV
messages produced by partnership members was shifted toward teen-agers after
surveys between 1987 and 1989 found only
modest declines in drug usage in that age
group.

The study's findings did not attempt to
link the ads wit~ the drop in teen-age drug
use. That measurement will be made in a
another study due in November.
But partnership officials said they are
convinced its new advertising strategy is
responsible for the decline in drug use.
They said a survey they did lastyear showed
adult drug usage declined the most in areas
where ads were seen and heard most often.
"It was a very strong link,• said Gordon S.
Black, president of Gordon S. Black Corp.,
the Rochester, N.Y., research firm that
conducted that study and the one released
Tuesday.
The partnership said parental and school
involvement in the anti-drug campaign also
is beginning to pay off.
More pre-teens - children between ages
nine and 12 - are discussing drugs with
their parents and teachers, the study found.
The number of children who talk to their
parents about drugs was up 11 percent from 65 percent in 1987 to 76 percent this
year. The number ofchildren more likely to
speak with teachers about drugsjumped to
65 percent from 50 percent over the aame
period.
"When you see these things happening
among pre-teens, whoee attitudes are conventionally anti-drug anyway, it's doubly
encouraging,• Black said. "Their attitudee
and fears are being reinforced, better preparing them for the peer pressure of teenage experimentation.• .
The study's findings dovetail with other
recent studies that suggest illegal drug use
among adults and teen-agers may have
pellked.
But while there is a growing intolerance
ofdrugs, the drugepidemicisfarfromover,
partnership officials said.
Other studies have indicated there are an
estimated 8 million casual users ofcocaine
across the nation and as many as 2.2 million frequent or heavy users.
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Former SGA leader now heads Staff Council
helped him in his decision to run for president of Staff
Council because he could "view the needs ofthe staffdifferently.•
Meeting the concerns of classified staff and establishing
Rhodes, a public safety office employee since 1985, said
committees are twoimmediate goals ofthe recently elected he will have toreammge his job schedule to accommodate
president of staff' council.
his new position.
A _former Marshall student body president, Mark D.
-rr it takes me extra hours to finish my job each day
Rhodes, special operations officer of public safety, will becauee ofmy new responsibilities, I'll stay: he said.
head the office for the 1990-91 school term.
Rhodes succeeds Barbara R. James, coordinator of the
A three-year member of staff council, Rhodes aleo served Regents B.A. program. After two years of service as presias vice president last year and as chairman ofthe Pereon- dent of Staff Council, James said she has no plans of atnel Committee for two years.
tempting re-election in the near future.
-i believe that two years was long enough for them and
His.e,g,erience in both offices has given him an inside
view ofhow the system works, Rhodes said. He also said it- for me: James said.

Ella Elalne Bandy
Reportsr

'Baghdad Cafe'
to kick off series
of foreign films
By caro11ne Walker
ReportM
"Baghdad Cafe,• a film starring Jack Palance, former host of"Ripley's Believe it or
Not,• and Marianne Sagebrecht, opens the
aecond season of the Foreign Film Series
sponsored by the Marshall Artists Series.
The film is a West German comedy that
takes place at a truckstop in a rural desert
area near California.
Celeste Winters Nunley, director of the
Marshall Artists Series, said that last year
was a trial for the Foreign Film Series, and
it proved successful enough to continue
this year.
Films this year will come from countries
ranging from the Soviet Union to Japan.
One foreign film will be shown the first
Sunday of each month, except December
and January. "Baghdad Cafe• will be Sunday at 3p.m. at the Keith-Albee Theatre.

Rhodes said James did an outstanding job.
If she does seek office again, she said she would probably
not do anything differently because of changes made in the
council's constitution which have proved effective.
She said the challenges ofthe job are getting more people
involved in Staff Council and making it more accessible. A
lot of people have complaints but are not willing to do anything about it, she said.
She said two of her greatest achievements during her
term were getting more people involved and improving cooperation between Faculty Senate and Staff Council.
She said she thinks each Staff Council president brings
eomething different, and many good people are getting
involved.

Call 1800 654-0471
and you won't
have to wait
till spring to get
a break.
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New alcohol policy leaves residence halls dry
By Renee casto
RBport9'

Passage of a new alcohol policy by the
Residence Hall Association baa left all of
Marshall University'sresidencehallsd:ry.
The new policy prohibits the consump-

tion or possession of alcohol in all residence
halls regardless ofresidents' ages. The previous policy allowed residents ofLaidley Hall
over the age of 21 to have alcohol in their
rooms.
The new policy was made because the
majority ofresidents are under the age of21,

Students!
Apply now for vacant Senate Seats

2 - Liberal Arts
/Tl, -~
~~~
· 2 - Education
·/,1 ~ I~•
1 - Graduate School--------~'-=',:::;,,,~:::;.o.l'=='°""'"
>} {I\ I
......
2 - Community College
1 - School of Nursing
::IQ_n
sludenl government association
1 - School of Medicine
I

i ,,

Joseph M. Marshman, directorofResidence
Life, said.
Violators of this policy must dispose of
their alcohol immediately. Further action
may be taken against a resident depending
on the situation and the violator's reaction,
Marshman said.
•
"Vandalism problems and sexual assaults
on campus, as a result of alcohol consumption, make an impact on the entire community," Marshman added.
Not everyone agreed with Marshman's
assessment of the situation.

•1 think it is unfair if you are over 21.
Mike V. Scarsellato, Pittsburgh sophomore,
said, "Aslongasyouarenotcontributingto
those under age, alcohol should be allowed."
"I think the policy is good for those r esidents under 21, but those older than 21
should be allowed," Cheryl Pack, Beckley
freshman, said.
The Residence Hall Association provided
input into this regularly reviewed policy.
Marshman encouraged residents to talk
with their RHA representative to get involved with decision making.

Dracula to haunt Homecoming;
different parade route possible
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Apply now in the
Student Government
office--MSC 2W29.
Application Deadline is
Tuesday, September 18
at 4pm.

By Dan Bennett
and John Goodwin
RBport9'S

Breakoutyourwoodenstakesandcrosses:
Dracula is coming to Homecoming. And if
his visit is too traumatic, then Dr. Joyce
Brothers can offer some comfort.
These are just two of the many activities
highlghted during Marshall's Homecoming Week Oct. 15-20. Dr. Brothers, a psychologists, will appear Oct. lC at 8 p.m.;
and the Marshall Artists Series will sponsor the play "Dracula" Oct. 18, at 7 p.m. at
the Keith-Albee Theatre . Comedian Bertice Berry also will perform Oct. 1 7, at Marcos . .
Homecoming Planning Committee members will ask Huntington city officials to
allow the Homecoming parade to proceed
east on Fifth Avenue, instead of west on
Fourth aa it did in past years, according to
committee memberT. Chris Shepherd, Paw
Paw sophomore.
"We're trying to get people to the bonfire
by having the parade go up Fifth Avenue,"

Shepherd said.
He said many students did not go to the
bonfire, which takes place after the parade
at Marshall's intramural field, because of
the location of the parade.
The bonfire will start at 6 p.m. Following
the bonfire, "The Rose," "The Boost," and
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" will be shown
· on the intramural field.
Although a Homecoming concert is
planned no definite acts have been scheduled, Homecoming co-chairwoman Sandy
A Mosko, Welch junior, said.
"There is no one definite. Tony Toni Tone
and En Vogue are just some of the possibilities," Mosko said.
Homecoming co-chairman Tracy L. Hendershot, Parkersburg junior, said any student interested in helping with the activities would be welcome.
Hendershot said Sept. 10 is Homecoming
Recruitment Day at the Student Center for
anyone interested in helping. He said there
also is a meeti ng every Monday at 7 p.m. in
the Student Government Office that anyone may attend.
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New scholars choose Huntington
By Terri Harrison
R9POrt91'
Mariam Basher said Huntington already has provided her with
more than just a setting for education.
"I fell in love with the campus
and the people here are so
friendly," said Basher, a Burke,
Va., native.
Similar feelings were popular
among 12 Marshall freshmen who
became Society of Yeager Schol-

arsthisyear, buttheirreasonsfor
choosing Marshall were many.
Some like it for its friendly
atmosphere while others enjoy the
advantages of a social life and the
campus. Julie Sandiford was offered the Foundation Scholarship
at West Virginia University but
turned it down because of her
desire for a close-knit community
and a family tttmosphere she
thought WVU couldn't offer.
Many of the scholars had other
scholarship offers but said the

financial support offered by
Marshall's Yeager program made
the decision easier.
•Choosing Marshall helped the
financial burden that would have
beenplacedontheirfamilies,•Sandiford, of Wheeling, said.
But while striving to stand out
in the classroom, several said they
don't want to be treated differently by students and teachers.
-We don't want to stand out
from others, but hopefully we will
stand out ourselves for our own

Phclo by John Gr1Wenmler

The newest group of Yeager Scholars meets In front of Old Main and discuss llfe at Marshall

individual achievements," Mary
Noll of Milton, said.
While striving to be involved in
a number of student activities,
the scholars also have found time
to spend together.
-We all have diverse personalities but we get along great: said
Jamie Darcy of Pittsburgh, Pa.
A week before school started
the students went white water
rafting on the New River in Fayette County. They also had team
activities that involved an obstacle
course ofclimbingropes and walls.
This year the students will be
attending seminars weekly
throughout the semester.
The classroom sessions will
consist of 2 112 hours of study on
such subjects as mass communications, humanities, statistics and
fine arts.
Along with their studies, other
activities some plan to participate
in are resident hall intramurals,
drama, Greek society and bands.
In addition to Basher, Sandiford,
Noll and Darcy, the new class of
Yeager Scholars include: Tisha
Barnett of Bluefield, Jennifer
Buzzard of Glen Dale, Suzanne
House of New Madison, Ohio; Jon
Kutchenriter of Palm City, Fla.;
Trevor Nelson of Hartville, Ohio;
Grant Rice of Louisville, Ky.; and
Amy Rollins of Bristol, Tenn.

No parking problem·s for new professor
By Mary L. C&lhoun
R9POrtsr
Dr. Kenneth E. Austin, assistant profesaor of economics, likes
his new job despite a harrowing
first week in the area.
Within a week of moving to
Barboursville, Austin's car broke
down.
"Everyone on and off campus is
really nice and helpful,- he said.
•Someone even offered to drive me
all the way to Barboursville when

my car broke down."
He misaed. hia first clau because he was busy moving in.
Another economics profeHor
taught his class.
Austin said he came to Marshall
because he "needed a job" and
wanted to getback to teaching. He
taught at Elon College in North
Carolina for one year.
Here, he is teaching microeconomics and macroeconomics, and
said he would like to teach more
macroeconomics and international

economics.

Before coming to Marshall,
Austin worked u an economist
for the Department of Commerce
in Washington, D.C.
He alao worked for the State
Department for six years and was
a consultant for economic development for Louis Berger International.
Austin said he became interested in economics while doing his
undergraduate work in international relations at American Uni-

veraity in Washington, D.C.
He went on to the University of
Stockholm in Sweden to obtain a
master's degree in economics,
studying the theory of economic
impe?"ialism. He obtained his
doctorate at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Austin specializes in international economy, monetary theory
and policy.
He lives in Barboursville with
hiswife,Amanda, theiraon,David,
and Denny, a Shetland sheep dog.
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The Student Legal Aid Center
Provides advice and counseling to all students.
ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS: Offers advice on any type of legal problem such as
Landlord/Tenant, Criminal Disputes, Consumer Information, Domestic, and other areas.
, OMBUDSMAN: Assists students in understanding the various policies and procedures
within the university such as Grade Appeals, Judicial Board Appeals, Grievances, Mediation,
and other areas. No appointment necessary, but due to the limited hours of the attorneys
and ombudsman, it is best to call ahead--696·2366.
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By Heather MIiis
Reporter

The Board ofTrustees is considering the possibility of adding
doctoral programs of Marshall.
Marshall, currently labeled a
Doctoral Ill-level institution, and
the College of Graduate Studies
(COGS), jointly offer with West
Virginia University doctoral
programs in educational administration and bio-medical sciences.
Marshall offers only one selfadministered doctoral program:
doctor of medicine.
Dr. Leonard Deutsch, dean of
the Graduate School, said COGS
is seeking independent status for
the bib-medical sciences program.
He said the university may offer
doctoral programs in vocational
technical adult education and community planning and regional development.
Joint doctoral programs with
WVU require students to fulfill
hours at Marshall, with WVUthe
degree-granting institution.
Senate Bill 400-20 states
Marshall can offer any doctoral
program which does not duplicate
existing programs at WVU. An
exception may be recommended
by both universities but must be
approved by the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Neil Gibbons, program coordinator for educational administration, said lack of funding prevents Marshall from offering more
independent doctoral programs.
-UnderWVU'aumbrella, Marshall
saves money."
Dr. Rainey Duke, assistant provost, said the savings stem from
not having to increase library
holdings; more instructors will not
have to be hired; and colleges not
currently accredited would have
to become accredited to be able to
adopt a doctoral program.
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VA Center adds 350-space parking garage
By James F. Treacy
RBpOrt9'

Marshall medicaJ students, patients and
faculty have a new parking garage at their
disposal this fall - in Spring Valley, west
of Huntington at the Veterans Administration Medical Center.
The five-level, 350 space garage was completed on July 15 as the first stage of the
$50.8 million Clinical Improvement Addition at the VA Center.
This facility will include a seven-story
structure connected to the center, said Paul
D. Magalian, associate medical center director .
Magallan said the parking garage will
accommodate about 65,000 outpatients a
year and will alleviate most of the patients
parking difficulties.
J .B. Finley, construction coordinator, said
the garage was built to maintain close
parking for the patients, " because the cen-

• The five-level, 350 space garage
was completed July 15 as the first
stage of the $50.8 million Clinical
Improvement Addition.

• The new parking facility will provide
adequate parking for almost 950
workers, volunteers, patients and
visitors.
• The garage serves as a back-up
parking facility for Marshall faculty
and medical students.

Photo by Linda MarllrWn

ter's first priority is to help them.•
An important factor of the new parking
facility is to provide adequate parking for
almost 960 workers, volunteers, patients
and visitors. Magalian saidthegaragealso
serves as a back-up parking facility for
Marshall faculty and medical students.

Some students are happy with the garage, while others resurrect questions about
improving parking condition!? for the majority of the Marshall community.
Sean J . Chandler, Milton junior, said "it
is beneficial that the VA Center is making
such improvements, but I think it is time

the administration addresses the parking
problem on the main campus."
Larry M. Conrad, Huntingtonjunior, said
"the Marshall administration should now
consider alleviating parking difficulties for
the students who have to park many blocks
from campus.•

Police have 8 suspects-in Florida slayings
By Keith Goldschmidt
College Information Network

anger and our confusion.•
Just another solemn day in Gainesville.
Police do not appear close to solving the

GAINESVILLE, Fla. -One week after the
first two bodies of five murdered students
were discovered here:
• Police narrowed the number of suspects
to eight.
• Investigators fanned out to nine states
to follow leads.
• The University of Flor;ida president
assured parents it's safe to send students to
resume clasaea Tuesday.
- And Bill Wehby - clan of '87 couldn't believe thi• was happening.
'Tm juat shocked,• he aaid Sunday, reading a campus poster for a Baptist church
service message on -ilow to deal with fear.•
He was drvingfrom Oklahoma City to his
home in Miami and decided to touch fond
memories at his alma mater.
Instead, he touched grief.
•It's unfortunate, because thia type of
thing ia going to atay with the
university for a long time: he aaid.
Earlier, the Rev. John Phillips told a
group at the Catholic Student Center, "We
need someone to embrace our pain and our

caae.
"We have a long furrow to hoe: said

A;,r4',{>Top 40 Video
Dance Club

z

$12 Women's Cuts

Pitcher ~~I~~
Tues. - Draft Night . ' · · ·
Special

Wed. - Ladles• Night ALL Night
Thurs. - 14 oz. Frozen Mar- '
, garfta Night; Pltc:fl,r.$ ~
" ,;
clals on Prem1um'Dfait .,,
•'f•
~: • - - ~ • 11 ;

• 1

One Free Drink with a MU Horne
Football Game Ticket Stub
No Cover Olarge Mon, Tues. & lhtss.
Proper Id Required
Must Be 19 Years Old To Enter

Welcome Back
Students!

starts

Sept. 1
LSAT

4th Ave. at 12th St.
525-4811

inc. shampoo, conditioner, style
DryCut$10

-"'-=-

GMAT

fOURTJVE fM Mm

Mori. - ~potball Night With

·-

Of importance to students a nd parents:
• Extra police pa trols, counseling and
escort ser vices would r emain until no longer
needed.
• Friday ia the last day at UF to drop or
add classes without any financial or academic penalties.
• UF's deadline to pay feea is 2:30 p.m .
Monday.
• Santa Fe's deadline for payments and
class changes is Monday, Sept. 10.
• UF dormitories can be uaed for temporary housing for about 200 students. There
are also a few permanent vacancies for
single women. The housing office will be
open noon to 4 p.m. Monday to make arrangements. The phone number ia 1-904392-2161.
• Students living in dormitories who drop
out of school can reapply for next semester
and be given top priority for dorm space.
• UF students on financial aid can drop
out of school without losing their aid for
next semester.
• A UF memorial service will be held at
4:30 p.m. Wednes day in the O'Connell
Center.

1lairCare

830 10th St.
Huntington

~

Spencer Mann, Aluchia County Sheriffa
Department spokesman. "We feel there's a
possible four prime suspects in the pool of
eight.•
The eight include Edward Humphrey,
18, oflndialantic. He's in a Brevard County
jail on $1 million bond, charged with beating hia grandmother.
Police Sunday searched a creek near his
Gainesville apartment but had not yet obtained search warrant• for his apartment
or car.
Warren Tinch, who waa being sought in
connection with the stabbing of an Ohio
woman and reportedly waa aeen in the
Gainesville area, i• not on the list, but police would not give other details, Mann
aaid.
In other developments:
• As many aa 18 investigators began
leaving Saturday to follow leads in California, Oregon, New York, Montana, Alabama,
Louisiana, Miaaillippi, Tenneaaee and

Nevada.
• Police are trying to determine if the
killer left messages at the three apartments where the students were killed, but
Gainesville police spokeswoman Sadie
Darnell would give no details. "We don't
know yet,• ahe said.
• The cause of death for the last two
victims was multiple stab wounds, the same
as the other three.
• Fo1,1r Guardian Angels who came to
patrol areas where students live were arrested Saturday for the battery of a student. The student was carrying a stick for
protection when approached by the Angela
who grabbed him and threw him to the
ground.
Leads still continue to pour into
Gainesville, and the task force is "tired but
dedicated,• Mann said.
"We're not defeated yet,• Darnell aaid.
But ahe and Mann cautioned residents to
use care.
"We don't want the public to feel that
everything ia over: Darnell said.
Officials from the University of Florida
and Santa Fe Community College announced classes would resume Tuesday.

Double Cheeseburger

99¢

plus tax

starts

Biscuit and Gravy

Sept. 29 ·

$10 Men's Cuts
inc. shampoo, conditioner, style
DryCut$7
Sculptured Nails $35 with MU ID

1i
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plus tax
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Former magazine editor returns
to fill Drinko chair, teach classes
By Vanessa G. Thomas
Reporter

Moat may not consi.der bricklaying a relaxing hobby.
'nlat, however, is exactly how Dr. Harm
J . de Blij, geography editor for ABC's •Good
Morning America," profesaor of geography
and occupant of the Drinko Distinguished
Chair in Liberal Arts, would like t.o unwind, if only he could find the time.
De Blij is on campus teaching a 100-level
geography class through Oct. 19, as well as
giving public and university speeches and
conducting department seminars.
"Seniorfacultymembers tend not t.o want
t.o teach freshman-level classes: de Blij
said. •1 wanted t.o teach a freshman-level
class." His 75 students are attentive and
appear interested, he said.
De Blij said he was on campus last year
and gave a lecture to a group of 500 students and faculty. The microphone wasn't
working and he had to rely on his strong
voice to carry through the lecture.
"I lectured for about an hour and showed
slides and everything. They had every
reason to leave and no one did," be said.
~ey were so quiet. They had to be the
most courteous students fd ever heard."
~arshall professors should consider
themselves lucky if all the students I've

Calendar
, ,/ = ~'5J~1t =;:=
:;~:,Ch~=
lng dlnlc
• •= will ·be~cted Monday through Friday,
.·starting SeptJ The practice sessions will
be from '"~ ·1fm? behind the Henderson
· Center.' ·A cheer, sidefine, light song and
· dance wiN be aught during the clinic.
. AA ful-time freshmen students are eliglble. More information is available by calling 52~2468.
··· ·=

o.

Th• Huntington Museum of Art is requesting donations of new or used books for
the museum's annual Hilltop Festival Friday
and Saturday. All types of books andc:urrent
magazines are needed.
·+,
People who cannot bring their books to
the museum may can 529-2701 and arrange for them to be picked up. •

PholobyChlllHancocll

Or. Harm de BIi), professor of geography and occupant of the Drlnko Distinguished
Chair In Liberal Arts, talks to psychology professor Or. Steven May Mewaldl
come in contact with are representative of has conducted field research in several area.a
ofthe world. Moetofhis work, however, has
university students as a whole," he said.
He has appeared o n ~ Morning Amer- been done in Africa. Six ofthe more than 30
ica" and, in August, was named the show's books be bas written deal with African
geography editor. De Blij said he will in- topics.
De Bli;j's special interests lie in wine and
form viewers about how geography affects
world events and their daily lives and will music. He is interested in geographical
respond t.o breaking news stories, such as aspects of wine production, consumption,
tradition and culture and has traveled t.o
the current Persian Gulf crisis.
De Blij recently completed a six-year wineries in Japan, New Zealand, Oregon
editorial stint at National Geographic and and Argentina.

We've Moved

Hlghlawn Bapdat Church is sponsoring
M.U. Day Sunday to honor people associated with Marshal.
The church ls offering transportation ·to
the 9 :30 am. Sunday School and 10:30
a.m. Worship Servlce at the Campus Christian Center. .Head basketball coac:h Dwight
Freeman will speak cllring the service and a
luncheon and program will follow.
Mora information may be obtained from
the c:hurch office al 522-1282.
The Tl'Wltate Tranalt Authorhy is again
offering special "leamer"s Permits" to
Marshal 1lJdents andfaculty. The$5 passes
may be purchased with a validated Marshall ,
ID and provide unlimited bus rides through .
Sept. 30.
:: .
More information is available al 529-6095.
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Smoking policy criticism
may· have been too quick
By Ace Boggess

MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER
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The writer ofa Summer Parthenon editorial may have been too quick to criticize
passage of the new smoking policy, said
Faculty Senate President Kathryn H.
Chezik.
Chezik said that she does not believe the
senate was deliberately misrepresented in
the editorial that appeared inThe Parthenon on June 28, but "the editorial may have
been written without all the facts."
According to the editorial, •many of those
atTected by the policy had little or no say in
the matter." Chezik said the statement is
-m&ccurate, because there are two elected,
voting members -- one from student govemmentandonegraduate st,1dent,on every
committee except the Faculty Personnel
Committee."
·
"People probably were not aware of the
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students on the committees, and there may ·
have been a _pn>hlem with them reporting
back all t~e information, or in some cases,
not showing up for th., meetings," Chezik
said.
Chezik also disagreed with a statement
made by Student Government Association
president Tom Hayden in The Parthenon
story accompanying the editorial. Hayden
said, "When the Faculty Senate voted on
the smoking policy the school year had
already ended and most ofthe students had
gone home."
Chezik said, "The smoking policy was not
simply slipped by without the students'
knowledge. Although it was passed by the
Faculty Senate in the May meeting, it was
worked on all year by the lower committees
that passed it and recommended it to the
full Senate.
"The student representatives had their
chance to work with iL"
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Don't suffer - medicate
Nurse, pharmacist recommend first-aid kit
for college students living away from home
now that the flu season is arriving.
• Band-aids and peroxide for minor cuts
or abrasions.
Staff Writer
• An antihistamine for students who are
While at home students depend on their not resting well or for allergies.
-rhey can always come to the center and
parents' medicine cabinets to treat colds,
upset stomachs, fevers and minor injuries. we will take it from there,• Nelson said. "If
College life, however, has students fend- it goes longer than a week and they develop
ing for themselves as they can no longer a high temperature or sore throat, they
rely on Mom or Dad's medical cabinet for a should come in and let us look at them.•
Nelson said a student health services
cure. A college first-aid kit packed with a
few basic medications could provide relief brochure is given to students who are
for some students when that first sniffie moving into the residence halls. She said
students can use their validated Marshall
occurs.
Martha Nelson, nurse supervisor of the ID and activity card to receive treatment at
student health clinic, and Robin Ashford, the John Marshall Clinic for free.
She said some of the services available to
registered pharmacistat the John Marshall
Medical Center, suggest these common over- students include X-ray examinations, blood
the-counter medications to treat anything work and samples of medication. She said
medication prescribed, other than the
from minor colds to bee stings:
samples, would have to be purchased by the
• An over-the-counter cough medicine.
• Benadryl for bee stings, allergies and student.
Ashford said students receive a 10 percolds. Also, 1/2 percent Cortisone cream for
cent discount on prescriptions filled at the
bug bites, poison ivy and dermatitis.
• An ibuprofen such as Tylenol for pain center's pharmacy with their validated
Marshall ID and activity card. She said a
relief rather than aspirin.
• Emetrol for nausea and vomiting, but numberofprescriptions for antibiotics were
saltine crackers and 7Up works just as filled last year during the cold and flu
season.
well.
Nelson said as students get away from
• An anti-acic:I such as Mylanta, Maalox
home they encounter a great deal of stress.
or Tums.
• For colds, use Sudafed to clear head She said students need to watch and take
congestion. Drugs suchasContactcancause care of themselves so they can attend
drowsiness and may prevent students from classes. She also said students should eat
properly, get plenty ofrest and dress approgetting their studies completed.
.,..An over-the-counter medicine for diar- priately for the weather to prevent health
rhea, such as Donnagel-PG or lmodium, problems.

By Terri Bowens
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"The advertisement should be more of a
generic, talking about Marshall and the
minimum requirements of the position,•
Bowen said.
'The ad needs to be clear but not detailed
so as not to waste a lot of time," he said.
Bowen recommended the search committee place advertisements in The Chronicle
of Higher Education and Black Issues in
Higher Education.
Bowen also will send outreach letters to
various national education organizations.
Harless appointed a sub-committee to
draft the job description ad for publication
and another subcommittee to develop the
position specifications.
Numerous committee members asked
Bowen if there were guidelines that would
be available to help formulate the position
specifications.
"Why can't you give us your best examplestofindout where to start,"RobertL.
Shell, Jr., Chairman, Guyan Machinery
Co., said. "I mean, we can'tjust say we want

a president that will be like Dale, with infinite patiences and god-like qualities."
Bowen said examples were available for
the sub-committee to use to develop the
position specifications.
"We are your partner and we'll do our
best to tailor the position description to
what you want," Bowen said.
The committee also discussed the
president's salary and how to advertise it
since the Board of Trustees has not made a
decision about the president's compensation.
C.T. Mitchell, director ofuniversity relations, suggested the search committee ask
the Board ofTrustees for a salary ofnot less
than $5,000 below that of West Virginia
University's president which is $104,000.
Also at the meeting the committee members elected Natha niel Ruffin as vice-chairma n toreplaceDavidG. Todd who r esigned
from the Institutional Board of Advisors
after being appointed to the Board of Trustees by the governor.

Protest
From Page 1
school representative is an actual faculty Aug. 30 the letter sent by Palmer was
member," he said. "Dr. Brown is the Asso- discussed.
James "Buck" Harless, chairman of the
ciate Dean and chairman of the department and he does not spend enough time search committee, said the letter's main
teaching to actually be considered a faculty , concern was that the Faculty Senate president was not one of those chosen to be on
member."
Palmer said administrators such as the the search committee.
But, Dr. Frances Hensley, a search comvice presidents of departments and the
deans of the various schools are not ade- mit tee member, said some faculty memquately r epresented on the search commit- bers disapprove of the selection process of
faculty member for the committee.
tee.
Hensley said the conflict made her job on
"I have no quarrel with the individuals
chosen, they are all very fine people,"Palmer the committee more difficult .
Eugene Cr awford, classified staff repsaid.
A r eply letter was sent to Palmer by resentative on the presidential seanh comJames "Buck" Harless, chairman, Presi- mittee, said, "Neither the classified staff or
dential Search and Screening Committee. the student body representative is the head
Palmer said the letter did not answer the of those constituencies, so, not by virtue of
office was anyone guaranteed a position on
call for r e-evaluation.
During the search committee meeting this commit tee."
Harless said, "I don't see why four faculty
members isn't fair r epresentation. I believe
it is. I would hope we would all work together in finding the finest president for
Marshall in the U.S .."
As designated in the West Virginia Code,
the search committeeiscomprisedofthe 10
members of the Marshall University Institutional Board of Advisors, three Board of
Trustee members, and three faculty members.
Dr. Patrick I. Brown, associate dean for
academic and student affairs at the School
of Medicine; Dr. Joseph Stone, professor of
business; and Dr. Susan Ferrell, professor
ef education, are the faculty members on
the committee. Hensley represents the
faculty on the Institutional Board of Advisors and also is on the committee.

spen
~ystems
Cor-poration
If interested stop and see
Jackie in MSC today
from 2-6pm
or
call collect (301) 251-5647
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Session
From Page 1
late September, after researching the various needs of the universities.
Rick Houvouras, chairman for the finance
sub-committee on higher education, said,
"The governor is seriously addressing the
problemsatMarshall University. It sounds
li'~e ~ood news tQ ~e and I think the goy~rnor will be
m a couple of week,\to
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Sports
Freshmen shine in football opener
QB passes test,
scores three TD's
By Chris Dickerson
Sports Editor

Sophomore quarterback Michael Payton
passed the test Saturday night at Fairfield
Stadium, leading the Thundering Herd to a
28-14 win against Morehead State.
Payton completed 19 of27 passes for 174
yards, threw one touchdown and ran for
three others in coach Jim Donnan's debut
at the Herd's helm.
Despite having to fill the hallowed shoes
of a string of Marshall quarterbacks, Payton's performance pleased his new coach.
"For a first game, he showed a lot ofability:
Donnan said. "His mobility added to our
offensive game and he was playing under a
lot of pressure."
Payton rushed for 53 yards in 15 tries,
but lost 26 for a net gain of 27 yards. His
three touchdowns marked the first time in
recent history (since 1950) a Marshall
quarterback rushed for three TD's in a
single game. Sports Information's files are
sketchy prior to 1950, but the last Herd
signal caller to rush for two scores was
Danny Wright on Sept. 8, 1979, as the Herd
Photo by Chrll Hancock
toppled Toledo, 31-14, in Sonny Handle's
Junior tallback Orlando Hatchett (24) focuses on the goal as he ton, Ohio, native, ran a dozen times for 41 yards Saturday as the
coaching debut at Marshall.
Freshman backup tailback Glenn Pedro tries to outrun Morehead State defenders as Junior tackle Madi- Thundering Herd gave coach Jim Donnan a debut victory against
led the Herd in rushing. Pedro broke free son Sayre (69) watches. Hatchett, a 5-foot-10, 190-pound, can- the Eagles, 28--14.
for a 57-yardgall(?p the first time he touched
Paintsville, Ky., freshman Chris Deaton
Two West Virginia natives made their
With a 14-7 lead in the third quarter,
the ball collegiately. Hailing from Staten
Island, N.Y., Pedro finished the game with Stephenson grabbed a fumble by Eagle collegiate debuts in Marshall's defensive started at left offensive tackle and helped
68 yards in six attempts and became the fullback Darrin Harris. Marshall scored backfield. William King, who played at make holes responsible for 152 Thundering
Capital High in Charleston, and Joe Chi- Herd rushing yards.
first freshman since Michael Bryant to lead five plays later to take a 21-7 lead.
Donnan said he was happy with how the
With 7:44 left in the game, StephenllOll roco, who played at Logan. Together, they
the Herd in rushing.
Other freshman performances included picked off a Chris Swartz pass to end helped stop Swartz's passing game. King youth on the team performed. "We had a lot
middle linebacker Donahue Stephenson's Morehead'slast serious scoringthreat. That recorded eight tackles while Chiroco racked of adversity,- he said. "We could've easily
fumble recovery and interception that both steal lead to Payton's final ~uchdown of up seven, including one tackle for a loss of folded, but we didn't. We just stayed in
there, played hard and won."
yardage.
the game.
led to Marshall touchdowns.

Marshall --- 7
Morehead State ,.-·, o
MSU

MU
First Downs
19
Total Offense Yards
326
38--152 Rushing Att.-Yards
Passing Yards
174

20
296
'" 38-88

208
26-19-3 Pass Att.-Cmpl.-lnL 37-21•1

3-2
4-43.2
8--71
29:23

Fumbles-Lost
Punts-Average
Penaltles-Yards
Time of Possession

4-1
&.34.3
4-50
30:37

Attendance: 16,456
Temperature: 86 degrees
Winds: Calm
Weather: Clear
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Conference recognizes
Payton and Stephenson
By Chris Dickerson
Sports Editor

How they scored_;·

First quarter
•MU - Payton, 1 yard run (Klein kick)
MU7,MSU0.
Second quarter
-~·
•MU - Clark, 17 yard pass from
Payton (Kleln kick) MU 14, MSU 0.
Third quarter
·
•MSU - Fisher 35 yard Interception
return (Fedak kick) MU 14, MSU 7. •MU - Payton 1 yard run (Kleln kick)
MU 21,MSU7.
Fourth quarter.
•MSU -Wllllams 8 yard pass from .
SWartz (Bere kick) MU 21, MSU 14."
•MU - Payton 11 yard run (Klein
kick) MJJ:28tNS~•"Ji.

Both starting for the first time in college
football, Thundering Herd sophomore
quarterback Michael Payton and freshman
middle linebacker Donahue Stephenson
were honored by the Southern Conference.
A Harrisburg, Pa., native, Payton was
named SC Offensive Player of the Week for
his performance Saturday against Morehead State.
Payton rushed for three touchdowns and
threw another in Marshall's 28-14 victory
against the Eagles.
A Fort Lauderdale, Fla., native, Stephenson chalked up 11 tackles, a fumble recovery and an interception against Morehead.
Both the fumble recovery and the intercep,tjon led to Marshall scores.
: iiVirginia Militaryfull'back Butch Jennings
T as named freshman ohhe week.
,,•. --~ ! ~~:; ~--~·~..-•_?~ • ... • • "."., -~,_. - - ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. . ..

. . . .. . .. ..

Payton

Stephenson

First-year coach Jim Donnan said he was
pleased Payton and Stephenson were honored for their performances. "We build
everything around the team," Donnan said.
"But we were really happy to learn they
(Payton and S~p~e,nsonl .r~~ived thia
recognition from th8'conf'erence.• h hat to
be satisfyini'~the~ ~-•
• '
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New volleyball coach
brings new game plan
By Michael Zlemlnlck
Reportsr

Photo by Chril Hancock

First-year coach Jim Donnan surveys his Herd as the team warms up prior to Its
opening game against Morehead State. Marshall gave Donnan his first collegiate
win as a head coach Saturday when It defeated the Eagles, 28-14.

·Donnan is comfortable
with team, fans in debut
By Chris Dlekerson
Sports Editor

A collegiate head coaching debut before thousands of faithful fans who live
and breathe football would probably
worry most.
Not Jim Donnan.
Donnan calmly directed the Herd to a
victory Saturday at Fairfield Stadium
against upstart Morehead State, 28-14.
Donnan, a 45-year-old nati,v e of Burlington, N.C., directed the high-powered
offense at the University of Oklahoma
for four seasons and helped the Sooners
earn a national championship in 1985
prior to coming to Huntington in January.

Adding to the tension of his debut, the
game was aleo the final opening game at
Fairfield. The new stadium is &eheduled
tobecompletedfornextseason'sopener.
The preBSUre didn't bother Donnan.
As a matter offact, he felt at ease. -i was
verycomfortablewithourteam,•hesaid.
"We just didn't put all our eggs in one
basket. We've really prepared for this.
"Everything has been practiced,•
Donnan said. «it was just a matter of
carrying out a prepared assignment.•
He said he was happy with the crowd
and the support it gave the Herd. "I was
pleased with the size of the crowd,"
Donnan said. "We'll definitely have a
home field advantage with them. This is
a great setting for college football."

A new era of Marshall volleyball unfolds
this season as first-year coach Vanessa
Seghers spikes a new style of play onto the
Thundering Herd court.
Seghers, who comes to Marshall after
serving three years as an assistant at the
University of Florida, said the Herd will
play a faster-paced style this season. This
style, riskier than what teams under former Herd coach Martha Newberry used,
will feature quick hitting and increased
blocking of opposing hitters.
The team, which suffered through an 819 record last year under Newberry, will
not dwell on wins and losses. Seghers said
the team's concentration will be focused on
"our own side of the net." She said the
team's primary goals are to improve fundamental skills and knowledge ofthe game.
"We're going to play a completely different brand ofvolleyball,-Seghers said. «it is
clear that this team has players with good
athletic ability. Refinement of skills and a
better knowledge ofthe game are our goals.
"Winning is a by-product of a formula
thatcombineseffort, skill and specificgoals,•
Seghers said. -Success in those areas will
provide wins.•
As for long-term goals, Seghers said she
does not believe in using the term "rebuilding." Instead, she said she would rather
build the program beyond what it has been
in the past. "The girls and I are preoccupied
with being visionaries of what the program
could become,• Seghers said.

Vanessa Seghers

To succeed in this goal, Seghers believes
it is necessary for Marshall to capitalize on
its location. "Marshall fringes both the
Southeast and Big Ten conferences, which
contain many ofthe nation's top programs,•
she said. For this reason, she said she
would like to schedulemanyofthese schools.
Seghers predicts this strengthening of
the schedule could lead to better recruiting
and more national publicity. She also emphasized the importance ofcommunity and
student support to the programs growth as
well. "Community support has been very
strong so far,• she said.

Seghers notches win in opener
The volleyball team gave first-year
c011ch Vanessa Seghers her first c011ching victory Tuesday night as the Thundering Herd defeated Shawnee State, 31.

Marshall narrowly won the first game,
16-14, then lost the second, 8-15. The
Herd got its game together and rolled in
the final two games, winning 15-1 and
15-4.

Junior middle blocker Kellie Beckelheimer recorded 14 kills· and a .310
hitting percentage for the Herd.
Sophomore middle blocker Leslie
Spencer chalked up six service aces.
Freshman setter Gina Yeley had 30
assists and three kills.
The team returns to action at 11 a.m.
Saturday at Henderson Center against
Southern Conference rival Furman.

Cross country teams place fourth

Welcome back. ,ludenl,!
10% Discount to Marshall Students
With a Valid ID
15 years of service
Largest Selection of
Parts, Accessories
& Bikes in the Area
Professional Service Pick-up & Delivery Available

623 Hal Greer Blvd.
525-5312

I

l

By Steve Young
Reporter

A senior and a freshman led the men's
and women's cross country teamstofourthplace finishes Saturday in the Marshall
Univ~rsity Invitational atGlenbrier YMCA
Senior Dwayne Miller and freshman
Michelle Strager were Marshall's top finishers with times of26:07.09 in the 8,000
meters and 19:45.81 in the 5,000 meters,
respectively.
West Virginia won the men's division
with 40 points and the women's with 19
points. Eastern Kentucky placed second in
both. Morehead State placed third for the
men while Rio Grande edged the Herd for
third in the women's by one point, 85 to 86.
The women's team is inexperienced, with

five freshmen and one junior. Coach Dennis Brachna said it is too early to tell about
the women, but with two strong runners Strager and Captain Christa Gibson, who
finished with a time ofl9:58- he hopes to
have a good team. "We are pretty much
starting over with the women and they are
young but have a considerable amount of
potential,'° Brachna said.
Strager placed 11th overall in her first
meet since her high school state championship. She said college level , unningis more
competitive and practices are harder but
said it's worth it. "If I put forth an effort it
will pay off later on: Strager said.
Both teams will travel Saturday to compete against Ohio University and Bowling
Green in Bowling Green, Ohio.
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Impressions
_Bazaar of the Bizarre
Looking for a video alternative?
Peruse this list of obscurities
By David L Swint
News Editor

Perhaps you're in a video store, looking through the latest releases. Breathless in anticipation, you scan the "just
arrived• racks, wonderingifit's possible
for .wl the new stuff to be checked out at
one time. The other racks are just a blur
ofsplashy colors and unfamiliar names,
with no clue to distinguish trash from
treasure.
Sometimes it's almost enough to make
you reconsider (shudder) network television.
Well...how about something different - Doctor Dave's Mondo Video Top
Four • a few disturbing favorites for a
weekend of alternative viewing.
The choices (all available on videocasette):

• "Eraserhead'"/1978 • Director: David
Lynch
Before "Twin Peaks: before "Blue
Velvet,• there was "Eraserhead.• This
film by David Lynch is an unsettling collage of images, juxtaposing moments of
absurd surreal humor against depressing (and oft.en terrifying) visions in a
bleak world of black and white squalor.
There is no soundtrack music to speak
of, but rather, a cacophony of industrial
noise that jars the scenes along, connecting them in white-noise transition.
The plot? Depending on your point of
view, this is either a dadaist morality
play or just an exercise in sustained
weirdness. In any case, "Eraserhead"
foreshadows every other effort Lynch
has committed to film.
• "PinkFlamingos"/1972-Direct.or:John
Waters
Bad tast4! found a champion in
filmmaker John Waters, whose film re-

defined the standard by which bad taste
would be described. "Pink Flamingos"
chronicles the struggle between the late,
great Divine, a 300 lb. transvestite, who
wasaleading"lady"inalmostallofWaters'
films, and Connie and Raymond Marble
(Mink Stole and David Lochary) for the
title •The Filthiest People Alive."
In his book •shock Value," Waters
stated that he wanted to give audiences
something no other studio could dare give
them, even with multi-million dollar
budgets. With a budget oflittle more than
$10,000, he succeeded. The movie has a
self-imposed X-rating for hideousness
rather than dirtiness.
• "Man Facing Southeast"/Chile 1987 •
Director: Eliseo Suberia
An unknown man unexplicably appears
inaBuenosAiresmentalhospital.Adoctor
discovers him in the hospital's chapel,
playing a Bach fugue on the organ. After
aserieeofinterviews, thedoctordiscovere
the man may be an alien. "Man Facing
Southeast" is a haunting mystery, atmospheric, a film that challenges the notion of
who is insane and who is not.
• 'The Ninth Configuration"/1979 - Director: William Peter Blatty
"The Ninth Configuration" also is set
in a mental hospital, this time a secluded,
secret military installation for astronauts
and pilots who have folded under the tremendous pressures of their occupations.
Stacy Keach stars as a psychiatrist sent
in to care for the patients at the outpost.
The film soon shifts its focus from the
patients to Keach as we discover a more
complex situation just below the surface.
At times funny and somewhat light,
then IIUM'ea1 and brutally intense, 'The
Ninth Configuration" nevertravelsan expected path as it builds toward an unpredictable, but satisfying, conclusion.

John Waters' 'Divine' inspiration
Divine, th• lat• 300 lb. transvestite actor/actress, menaclngly wields a plstol In a
scene from John Water'• "Pink Flamlngos."

Smoke 'em if you got 'em, but not inside
Smoking policy may prove difficult for administrators to enforce
By Michelle Polakovs
Reporter

Burning Issue
Caroline Davies, Huntington Beach,
Callf., fr..hman expre.... her dlataate
for th• new university smoking pollcy,
while taking a amok• break---outalde.

"There Is really no way to go
around apprehending offenders."

Passing the smoking policy is one tlring
but enforcement will be difficult.
No-Smoking signs and ash cans outside!,.---=o=-r-_...,,K..,,..._,, E=""d,....w_a_r_d___,,G,....r_o_se
_ ____,
of buildings remind some people and in- :,
·
· ·
,
form others of the non-smoking policy 1
passed thie wmmer.
Although emoking in classrooms, eleva•1 haven't seen anyone smoking in the
tors, auditoriums, libraries and laborato- non-smoking areas. But there is really no
ries hu been prohibited by state law, way to go around apprehending offendMarshall baa broadened the ban to hall- ers," Grosesaid."Werelyonpeoplehonorway•, restrooms, residence hall cafeterias, ing the policy out of respect for peers and
and John Mar.ball Medical Services, Inc.
the policy."
The policy, which was propoeed last fall,
"There is no smoking police," agrees
wu eparbdby, "lote ofcomplaints ofalleg- Linda Templeton, coordinator of judical
eric and other diecomforts by faculty, stu- affain and residence/student Life.
dents and viaitors to M.u-ehall'e cam.pus,•
Templeton eaid that if a pel'110n bas a
Dr. K. Edward Groee, vice president for ad- ccmplaint of someone violating the policy
ministration, said.
she investigates. And depending on the lo-

cation of the offense, she then determines
the severity of the punishment. For instance, to violate fire codes, such as smoking in elevators, would require a greater
punishment as opposed to smoking in the
bathroom. The violation in the elevator ie
breaking state law and the latter violation
breaks University policy.
Student Caroline Davies eaid, "I requested
a smoking room in Holderby," out of just
such respect to her peers. She said, • they
put me in a room with a non-smoker anyway. That'• okay, she doesn't mind me
smoking, butl still smoke out the window."
With the threat, to thoee who smoke, of
receiving jail time or large fines for breaking the policy, a more preeaing problem
evolves.
"What happen• when it gets cold?"
"We haven't diecueaecl that ~t,• Groee

said.
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You can earn more than $13,000
during a standard Army Reserve
enlistment ... and another $5,040
. if you qualify for the Montgomery
GI Bill ... plies help in paying off
a qualified student loan up to
$10,000.
You'll usually serve one weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training. And you'll serve
with an Army Reserve unit handy .
to your campus.
Over $28,000 towards college - for part-time service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
715 Third Ave.

"

SSG Collins
529-4111
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Comics
THI FAR SIDI

Calvin and Hobbes

By GARY LARSON

by Bill Watterson

Cl 198~ Universal Press Syndicate

Welcom

and that was the beginning of "Stewarts Original Hot Dogs· now a
Huntington tradition of fifty-eight
years!
That distinctive secret sauce and
the business have enjoyed four
generations of the Mandt's ownership and management. John F.
Mandt began working for his
father. Harry. in 1951.
1990 marks the 15th year John
Mandt Jr. . the fourth generation.
has worked in the business.
Today there are only 3 loc ations
in the world w here you c an enjoy

In 1932 the first drive-in restaurant in Huntington opened for
business. John Louis Mandt. his
wife Gertrude along with his son
and daughter-in-law. Harry and
Isabelle. were the proprietors.
The menu consisted of only two
items. root beer and hotdogs.
The first year was tough and
they almost went out of business.
The second year a Hot Dog
sandwich was added to the
menu and Gertrude developed
a mouth-watering chili sauce
that made it distinctive

ack
M!
Now Open Sundays
Vot d #1 in the
Tri-State!

a "Stewarts Original Hot Dog"2445 5th Ave. and 1st Street &
Adams Ave .. both In Huntington
and at the newest location. 1025
Oak Street in Kenova.
Hotdogs are still their specialty
and they are easily recognized
by their sign with a cameo of the
founder. J. L. Mandt.
Stewarts Original Hot Dogs is
truly one of Huntington's historical
sites and its traditions remain
today.

SUNDAY SPECIAL
Buyl Dozen Hofdogs and get a FREE Gallon of Rootbe r or Pepsll
A Gr at Idea for Sunday Football Partlesl
.

r------------,
r------------,
r------------,
.s;;;\s I
I FREE
s;;_~ I : FREE BBQ . 5;i;'f : I FREE
8 years of serviceluntington 's Oldest
Drive-ln/Restaurantl

I
I

1~~)

c..s

Buy One Hot Dog &
: Fry At Regular Price..Get
Another Hot Dog

I
I

: Buy One At The Regular
Price & Get One
:

I

',.J

: : Buy One French Fry,
I Get One

1 Limit 1 coupon per customer. Not 1I I Limit 1 coupon per customer. Not
I valid with any other coupol"\$ or
valid with any other c oupons or
1 Limit 1 coupon per customer. Not 1
I I offers. Present coupon at fime of
1 valid with any other coupol"\$ or 1 I offers. Present coupon at fime of
I I pu-chase. Exp. 9;21;90
I offers. Present coupon at fime of I I purc hase. Exp. 9/21 /90
2445 5th Ave.
4 Blocks From Campus I pu-chase. Exp. 9;21;90
1 I
2445 5th Ave.
I I
Coupons good at 2445 5th Ave.
I
I Coupons good at 1st. st. & Adams Ave. I ICouponsgoodat 1st. st. &Adams Ave.
1st. st. & Adams Ave.
I
1025 Oak st. Kenova
1025 Oak st. Kenova
1025 Oak st. Kenovau
L
I

•

I
:

I
I
I
I

I
I

L-----------.J
., ----------alll L-----------.J
..

